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What is SeBI
SEBI is an acronym of the EU funded project
titled “Securing the Best Interest of the Child in
Educational School Administration” (Erasmus+,
KA3). Nine partners from six European countries
(Cyprus, Spain, Greece, Italy, Portugal, Sweden)
have joined forces to identify the key challenges
that educational systems face towards the
promotion the ‘Best Interests of the Child’ (BIC)
and have developed a set of interactive tools and
resources that can help educators and other
professionals apply practices that will help to
secure the best interest of the child.
How can SEBI support schools, teachers and
head teachers?
1) Register and follow our online, courses on
your own time and pace.
2) Participate in our two day face to face
seminars. Check our website for the dates
of the seminars in Cyprus, Greece, Portugal,
Italy, Spain and Sweden.
3) Contact our team to help you design and
implement a rights based project, utilizing
SEBI output in your own school.

SEBI interactive platform
Register and train from the comfort of your
home on your own time and pace.
Modules for teachers:
-A right's based approach in Schools (content
and practices) - The Best Interest Principle
-Children's participation in the process for
securing BIC/ Processes and practices
-Establishing processes to secure BIC within
classroom
-The BIC principle in school for children with
delinquent behavior
-Building and promoting a positive school
climate for children in disadvantaged home
and neighborhood as protective factor
Modules for headteachers:
-Identifying and determining BIC in school:
Eﬀective observation practices & Evaluation
protocol for assessing BIC practices in school
-Establishing collaboration practises between
teachers, headteachers and other supportive
experts (i.e psychologists) to secure BIC in
school.
-Collaboration with parents for securing BIC.
-Establishing processes to secure BIC beyond
school. Collaboration with various
stakeholders (eﬀective collaboration
& coordination practices)

Register here: https://sebi-erasmus.eu/

Face to face seminars
Face to face workshops will be organized in Cyprus,
Spain, Greece, Italy, Portugal and Sweden. These
two day training events will help teachers and head
teachers and other interested professionals to
promote and sustain the Best interest of the Child.
Check our webpage and contact your national
partner for further details about the time
and the venue.
Contact details of national partners
University of Cyprus
Email: sebi.eu.ka3@gmail.com
The University of Valencia
Email: juan.a.urena@uv.es
Sweden Emilia Romagna Network (SERN)
Email: ginevra.roli@sern.eu
STORYTELLME
Email: info@storytellme.pt
Centre for Social Innovation (CSI)
Email: info@csicy.com
STIMMULI
Email: info@stimmuli.eu
The Cyprus Obsevatory on School Violence
(C.O.S.V) of the Ministry of Education and Culture
Email: pavis@cyearn.pi.ac.cy
Folkuniversitetet
Email: anastasiia.tsaruk@folkuniversitetet.se
The Commissioner for Children’s Rights, Cyprus
Email: childcom@ccr.gov.cy

